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The Modern Computer (continued)

CENTRAL- COMPUTERS: Is used by big organizations. They are in special air-conditioned rooms, like the super- computers, and special trained workers take care of them. Those big and strong machines can carry out a lot of different actions at the same time.

MINI- COMPUTER: A smaller version of the bigger computer and is used by smaller organizations. This is the private computer that people have in their houses.

TINY- COMPUTER: Is the smallest computer. The specialty of this computer is that the entire central arrangement unit is on one chip only. That makes it small. But its actions are limited and slower than the bigger computer. Most of these Micro- computers are personal. Their power increases consistently so the differences between them and the Mini- computer will disappear.

Computer of Head

Xybernaut Company built the computer “Puma”. The computer will be worn on the head. You can use it for E-Mail, games, listen to music and to surf on the Internet, while you are walking in the street. The size of the screen is 1 inch and it’s connected to a computer with a size of a pocket book, which you can put in the pocket or on the belt. It’s set in motion by an optical mouse with your hand. It is a regular computer, Plum handy and playing MP3 in one machine. The price of the computer will be 1.500 $, more than all the instruments together that it includes. Although the size of the screen is only 1 inch the closeness to the eye makes it equivalent to 15 Inch.